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A strain (FDA 209-P) of Staphylococcus aureus was
cultivated on agar for 5 hr. Colonies to be sectioned
were fixed for 18 hr with cold s-collidine-buffered
osmium tetroxide solution (Bennett and Luft, 1959).
After dehydration, the specimens were embedded
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in Epon epoxy resin (Luft, 1961). All sections were
stained with uranyl acetate according to the method
of Watson (1958) and were studied with an Hitachi
11-A electron microscope.
RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

Figs. 1 through 4 show sections of cells treated a~
mentioned above. Surrounding each cell is a
concentric series of alternating light and dark
layers. T h e fine structure of the membranes is
relatively well preserved, although other structures
of the cytoplasm and the nuclear sites may be
slightly damaged. One can see membranous
structures (CM) in the cytoplasm (Suganuma,
1963). The cell wall (W) consists of two dark
layers and an intervening light layer. Inside the
cell wall the cytoplasm can be seen, part of which
is slightly detached from the cell wall and is surrounded by plasma membrane. This plasma membrane (M) clearly exhibits unit membrane structure. These interpretations about the cell wall (W)
and the plasma membrane (M) seem reasonable
because the figures are similar to those of the
plasmolyzed cell demonstrated in a previous paper
(Suganuma, 1965).
Figs. 1 a through 3 a show densitometric tracings of the areas indicated by arrows (a) in Figs. l
through 3 (insets). The tracing across the plasma
membrane shows two density peaks separated by
approximately 50 A.
Sager and Palade (1957) have studied the structure and development of the chloroplast in Chlamy.
domo~as. They have shown that after a long fixation in osmium tetroxide at room temperature the
membranous structures of the cell appeared generally in a state of satisfactory preservation, but other
structural elements (nucleus, pyrenoid) showed
evidence of extensive extraction.
Specimens such as those shown in this paper,
fixed in osmium tetroxide for a longer time than
usual, also show evidences of considerable extraction of constituents of cytoplasm. However, the
fine structure of the membranes is well preserved.
Moreover, a separation of the cell membrane from
the cell wall has been brought about. As a result
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Robertson has proposed the concept that all
biological membranes have the same "unit structure" (Robertson, 1957 and 1959; Moody and
Robertson, 1960). In an early study (Suganuma,
1961), the plasma m e m b r a n e of Staphylococcus
aureus was seen as only a single line with an over-all
thickness of about 50 A. However, in a later paper
(Suganuma, 1964), it was reported that the plasma
membrane of the S. aureus cell treated with 1 N
HC1 solution appeared as a unit membrane. It
was thought that treatment with HC1 might leach
out cytoplasmic material which can mask the inner dense stratum of the unit membrane (Suganuma, 1964). In a subsequent effort (Suganuma,
1965), a section of a plasmolyzed Staphylococcus
cell subjected to mechanical disruption demonstrated the triple-layered structure of both the
plasma membrane and the cell wall. These observations support the concept that the plasma
membrane of Staphylococcus possesses the unit
membrane structure. However, the evidence published so far is based on cells subjected to drastic
treatment, and demonstration of unit membrane
structure in the Staphylococcus after the usual methods of handling has been lacking.
This paper reports the successful demonstration
of unit membrane structure in Staphylococcus aureus
subjected to the usual methods of fixation, embedding, and sectioning, except for a prolongation of the fixation procedure. The results permit
additional confidence to be placed in the general
validity of the unit membrane hypothesis, and suggest that, after brief fixation, followed by the usual
methods of embedding, sectioning, and staining,
the components of the unit membrane may be
confused and obscured; the outer component by
constituents of the cell wail; and the inner dense
lamina by cytoplasmic material acljacent to it
(Suganuma, 1965).
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F m v n E s 1 through ¢ Sections of Staphyococcus aureus cells cultivated on agar for 5 hr and fixed in
osmium tetroxide for 18 hr. Figs. 1, ~, and 3, X 80,000; Fig. 4, X 70,000. The regions within the squares
are enlarged (insets). The outermost two dark layers and the intervening light layer are attributed to the
cell wall (W). The plasma membrane (M) and the cytoplasmic membranous structure (CM) show the
unit membrane structure. Insets 1, ~, and 3, >( 130,000; Inset 4, )< 180,000.
FIGURES 1 a through 3 a Densitometric tracings of the plasma membrane. The lines traversed in taking
the tracings are indicated by arrows (a) in the insets of Figs. 1 through 3. The peak-to-peak distance between the two dense lines of a unit membrane ( j, ) is approximately 50 A.

claimed for it, not only in animal cells, but also
in bacterial cells.
Recently, Saito (1965) demonstrated that a
membrane which appears single in an exactly
focused image may show a triple-layered structure, closely resembling the unit membrane, in a
out-of-focus image, due to the presence of interference fringes. However, it is clear that the unit
structure presented here is not a "false" unit
membrane by the same tests as described in Saito's
paper.
The author takes great pleasure in acknowledging
the helpful advice of Dr. H. Stanley Bennett, Bensley
Professor of Biological and Medical Sciences at the
University of Chicago, during the preparation of the
manuscript.
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of this separation, the plasma membrane is seen
clearly to have a unit structure.
Recently, there have been reports by many
authors that the plasma membrane of bacteria has
a unit structure. Robinow (1962) has stated that
the best views of the membranes were obtained
when the protoplast was pulled away from the
wall by some means or other. For example, in
plasmolyzed cells of B. subtilis (Fitz-James, 1960;
van herson, 1961) or in E. coli of slight degeneration (Ogura, 1963), a unit structure of the plasma
membrane has been observed. A long fixation in
osmium tetroxide mentioned above may produce
an effect resembling slight plasmolysis.
The plasma membrane of S. aureus appears to
share the unit structure with Bacillus and E. coli,
though under some preparative conditions the
unit membrane characteristics may be very difficult to see. Thus, it seems that Robertson's unit
structure of the plasma membrane is characteristic of many bacteria and may have the universality

